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In this study, we present a single-camera, multi-view stereo imaging system for capturing three-dimensional (3D) information.
First, we design a monocular, multi-view stereo imaging device composed of a fisheye lens, and planar mirrors placed around the lens.
The fisheye lens has a wide view-angle. The captured image includes a centered region of direct observation and surrounding regions of
mirrored observations. These regions can be considered as images captured by multiple cameras at different positions and orientations.
Therefore, the proposed device is equivalent to a synchronous multiple-cameras configuration, in which all the cameras share the same
physical characteristics. In addition, we show how to place the mirrors in order to maximize the common view-angles, which is an
important design consideration. Then, after calibrating the projection function of the fisheye lens, we obtain the positions and orientations
of the virtual cameras from the external parameters. We also develop two multi-baseline stereo algorithms for the 3D measurement system.
The first algorithm transforms the captured image to perspective images, and uses the traditional method to perform stereo determination.
The second algorithm directly uses the original captured image along with an analysis of the epipolar geometry. Experimental results show
that our system is more effective than traditional stereo methods that use a stereo pair, and it can achieve robust 3D reconstruction.
[DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.2971/jeos.2011.11051]
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1 INTRODUCTION

Range estimation, or three-dimensional (3D) shape measure-
ment using a non-contact method, is a fundamental tech-
nique used in the fields of security, intelligent transport sys-
tems (ITS), and robotic navigation. This technique has been
widely studied, and many commercially available products
have been developed through its adaptation. Nonetheless, the
field of study remains active.

Triangulation, which includes passive stereo vision and active
stereo vision [6] [15], is a basic method of range estimation.
The active stereo vision is commonly used to achieve dense
shape reconstruction. For this technique, a special device (e.g.
projector) is employed to emit special patterns onto the iden-
tified object, which will be detected by the camera. The active
method is advantageous for robust and accurate 3D scene re-
construction, but is also expensive and noncompact. The pas-
sive stereo vision requires multiple synchronized cameras and
observations from different camera positions. However, sub-
tle differences in the camera system parameters such as focal
length, gain, and exposure time are unavoidable when using
multiple cameras, making it difficult to establish correspon-
dences among these images. In addition, the synchronization
mechanism among the multiple cameras can be complicated.

Therefore, there is a strong demand for the use of a single cam-
era and a single image.

Image layering and divided field-of-view (FOV) methods are
the two major methods used to capture images from different
camera positions in a single shot. Both methods incorporate
the multi-view information into a single image, and can be
used for dynamic objects and real-time applications. As the
image layering method,single-lens aperture [1], coded aper-
ture [13], and reflection stereo [26] have been proposed. Nev-
ertheless, the efficiency of the use of incident light is not good
in the single-lens aperture and coded aperture methods. The
baseline length for stereo measurement is also very narrow
(approximately 10 mm) in all of the methods, and the results
are limited to a low resolution of range. A combination of cam-
era mirrors is often used in the divided FOV method. It is pos-
sible to obtain identical brightness, contrast, and color from
the mirrored cameras at different positions, enabling simple
matching between camera observations. Used together, these
methods can provide a relatively long baseline length. How-
ever, due to the limits of resolution and the view-angle of the
camera in all of these methods, the FOV of the camera is only
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FIG. 1 Prototype of the monocular multi-view stereo imaging system.

FIG. 2 Circular fisheye image captured by the proposed system. The image is divided

into five regions :a center region projected by direct light, and four surrounding regions

projected by light reflected from the mirrors.

divided into two views. Thus, two-view stereo matching suf-
fers from the problems of image noise and occlusion.

In this study, we attempt to solve the above problems by
proposing a monocular multi-view stereo imaging device,
composed of a fisheye lens and planar mirrors that are placed
around the lens. The fisheye lens has a wide view-angle,
and the captured image includes a centered region of di-
rect observation and surrounding regions of mirrored obser-
vations. These regions can be considered as views captured
by multiple synchronized cameras at different positions and
orientations. Therefore, the proposed device is equivalent to
a multiple-cameras configuration in which the cameras all
have the same physical characteristics. After calibrating the
proposed device, we develop two multi-baseline stereo algo-
rithms [22] for 3D measurement. Therefore, when compared
to previous approaches [9] using two views from a single cam-
era, our approach can reduce matching errors due to image
noise and occlusions by employing multi-baseline stereo tech-
niques with four image pairs.

1.1 Previous works of monocular stereo
with mirrors

Several researchers have demonstrated the use of planar mir-
rors to acquire stereo data with a single camera. Mitsumoto et
al. [19] presented an approach using one camera and a mir-
ror for reconstructing the 3D shape of polyhedral objects. In
their paper, they obtained a stereo image by imaging an ob-
ject and its mirror reflection, using only a single camera. They
reconstructed the 3D shape by finding corresponding points
between the direct image and the mirrored image. For acquir-
ing a stereo image pair in a single shot, Gosthasby and Gru-
ver [11] proposed an approach with a single camera and two
planar mirrors. Here, they placed the two planar mirrors sym-
metrically to the optical axis in front of the camera to produce
two virtual cameras. However, aligning the mirrors with the
camera is complicated, and it is also difficult to handle and re-
locate the system during observations, while at the same time
preventing parts of the system from moving.

Based on the above single-camera stereo system using two
plane mirrors, Gluckman and Nayar [10] developed a the-
ory of stereo imaging with planar mirrors. They demonstrated
how two mirrors in an arbitrary configuration can be self-
calibrated and used for creating a single-camera stereo sys-
tem. They also analyzed the geometry and calibration of cata-
dioptric stereo with two planar mirrors, and assert that the
catadioptric single-camera stereo, in addition to simplifying
data acquisition, provides both geometric and radiometric
advantages over the traditional two-camera stereo system.
Epipolar geometry of catadioptric stereo systems has also
been intensively studied [7] [28]. Another stereo system, us-
ing a single camera and four planar mirrors, was also pro-
posed by Inaba et al. [14]. The system is a more mature ar-
chitecture for two-view stereo imaging, and has been applied
in stereo imaging techniques [2]. Other systems use curved
mirrors [21] to reconstruct 3D information. These systems can
provide wider FOVs than the planar mirror system, but the
calibration of the system is very complicated; also, curved mir-
rors are expensive and need high precision.

1.2 Outl ine of This Paper

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the proposed system and its equivalent multi-camera
system. Section 3 explains fisheye lens calibration and system
calibration. In Section 4, we present two stereo algorithms that
we use for range estimation using the proposed system. Sec-
tion 5 presents a description of the experimental results, and
we conclude this paper with some relevant remarks in Sec-
tion 6.

2 PROPOSED MONOCULAR MULTI-VIEW
STEREO IMAGING SYSTEM

In this section, we describe the design procedure of a monoc-
ular multi-view stereo imaging system. We show that the sys-
tem is equivalent to a synchronous multiple-cameras configu-
ration, in which all the cameras share the same physical char-
acteristics.
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2.1 System configuration

The monocular multi-view stereo imaging system is com-
posed of a fisheye lens and four identical isosceles trapezoidal
planar mirrors. As shown in Figure 1, the four mirrors are
placed around the fisheye lens, and form a frustum of a pyra-
mid. The reflective side of the mirrors faces towards the inside
of the frustum. The fisheye lens fits into the small, port-side of
the frustum, and its optical axes coincide with the axis of the
frustum.

In the system, the view-angle of the fisheye lens is
360◦×185◦; therefore, the light rays incident on the lens
include direct light and the light reflected by the mirrors. By
adjusting the size and shape of the mirrors, it is possible to
make the direct light and reflected light come from the same
object. Figure 2 presents a circular fisheye image, as captured
by the proposed system. The circular image is divided into
five regions: a center region, projected by direct light, and
four surrounding regions, projected by light reflected from
the mirrors. The center region can be considered as a regular
(but with a heavy lens distortion) camera observation, and
views the object directly. Moreover, the surrounding regions
can be considered as mirrored camera observations, and can
be used to measure the 3D shape of the object by using the
multi-baseline stereo algorithm. The optical axes and FOV of
the mirrored cameras can be determined by the placement
angle and size of the mirrors (we will describe this in more
detail in the following subsections).

In the prototype system in this study, we use four mirrors for
the horizontal view-angle of the mirrored cameras; however,
the number of mirrors (≥ 1) is arbitrary.

2.2 Equivalent mult i -camera system

Figure 3 portrays a sectional side view of the proposed sys-
tem. A camera coordinate is set with its origin at the optical
center of the lens, and the Z-axis equates to the optical axis. As
shown in Figure 3, light rays, which intersect with the optical
center O of the camera after being reflected by the up mirror,
will intersect at the point O′ if the rays go straight, without be-
ing reflected by the mirror. The point O′ represents the optical
center of a virtual camera, which we call a mirrored camera in
this study. The vertical view-angle of the center region, α, the
vertical view-angle of the upper mirrored camera, β, and the
angle between the axes of the two cameras, θ, are functions of
the mirror position, b, the mirror size, m, and the mirror angle,
γ, as follows1:

α = π − 2 tan−1 m̂ sin γ

1 + m̂ cos γ
, (1)

β =
1
2
(π − α), (2)

θ = π − 2γ, (3)

O′(y, z) = (b(1− cos 2γ),−b sin 2γ) . (4)

Here, m̂ = m/b denotes a normalized mirror size. Further-
more, O′(y, z) denotes the position of the mirrored camera.

1 The horizontal view-angle of the upper mirrored camera is almost the
same as that of the center region in the prototype system.
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The other three mirrored cameras can be represented in a sim-
ilar way. Thus, the proposed system is equivalent to a five-
camera configuration, in which all the cameras are synchro-
nized, and share the same physical characteristics. This is the
advantage of the proposed system over a configuration with
five real cameras.

2.3 Dimensional design of mirrors

As described above, the view-angles α and β, and the posi-
tion of the mirrored camera can be determined by the normal-
ized mirror size, m̂, and mirror angle, γ, that depend on the
dimension of the isosceles trapezoidal planar mirror. For the
proposed monocular stereo imaging system, the size of a com-
mon view-angle between α and β is an important design con-
sideration. We need to design the mirrors so as to maximize
the common view-angle for a given mirror size, m̂. This sub-
section presents a design guideline for the mirror by evaluat-
ing the respective common view-angles of two cameras (cen-
ter and upper), Ω2, and of three cameras (center, upper, and
lower), Ω3. The common view-angle Ω2 indicates that at least
two of the three cameras can detect a distant object in this an-
gle range, whereas the angle Ω3 indicates that all three cam-
eras can see the object.

For describing the common view-angles Ω2 and Ω3, as shown
in Figure 4, we define four new angle variables, α1, α2, β1
and β2, all of which refer to the same direction of the Y-axis.
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Thus the view-angles α and β mentioned in Section 2.2 can
be rewritten as α = α2 − α1, and β = β2 − β1. According to
the trigonometric relationship shown in Figure 3, the four an-
gles are the functions of the mirror angle,γ, as shown in Equa-
tion (5).{

α1 = tan−1 m̂ sin γ
1+m̂ cos γ

α2 = π − α1

{
β1 = 2 sin−1 sin α1

m̂ + α1
β2 = 2γ

(5)

The formulae in Equation (5) show that angle β1 is always
larger than angle α1 across the α1 domain, {0,π/2}. Without
considering the case of multiple reflections from two mirrors,
the angle range of the common angle Ω2 is β1 to min{α2,β2}.
The common angle Ω2 has a maximum at a specific mirror
angle, because the magnitude relation of α2 and β2, and that of
β1 change with the mirror angle γ. We can obtain the common
angle for Ω3 in a similar way.

Figures 5 and 6 portray view-angles and common angles re-
spectively, and may be used as a design reference. Larger
view-angles are preferred, but the view-angle of the center re-
gion, α, has priority over the view-angle of the upper camera,
β. A larger common angle Ω2 is preferred, because the ob-
ject in this angle range can be measured. Moreover, a smaller
normalized mirror size, m̂, is preferred for a smaller mirror
system.

For the prototype system, we chose the mirror angle γ = 65.0◦

and the normalized mirror size m̂ = 3.0. In this case, the view-
angle of the center region is α ≈ 80◦, the view-angle of the
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cameras, such as a camera with a normal lens and hyperbolic or parabolic mirrors,and

a camera with a fisheye lens.

upper camera is β ≈ 50◦, and the common angle of the two
cameras is Ω2 ≈ 50◦. 2

The proposed system captures an image of five regions: a cen-
ter region with a real camera, and four surrounding regions
with mirrored cameras. The common angles described above
are the angles in a horizontal or vertical direction. The num-
ber of available cameras for the multi-baseline stereo differs
with respect to the image position in the center region. Fig-
ure 7 shows the number of cameras available for stereo mea-
surement in the center region.

3 SYSTEM CALIBRATION

3.1 Unif ied project ion model for a fisheye
lens

The unified projection model [8] was proposed to model the
projection of omni-directional cameras, such as a camera with
a normal lens and hyperbolic or parabolic mirrors, and a cam-
era with a fisheye lens. With respect to the model, others
then proposed a calibration method [18] with a lens distortion
model [27].

2 The common angles Ω2 and Ω3 are useful for far distant objects; they
vary according to the object distance. We are seeking a better mirror design
for actual measuring situations.
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This subsection briefly describes the fisheye lens calibration
method with the lens distortion model. In the unified projec-
tion model, an object in 3D space is projected in the image
plane according to the following four steps (refer to Figure 8):

1. Projection onto a unitary sphere: An object X = (X, Y, Z)
is projected onto a unitary sphere surface with its center
at the coordinate origin. The projection origin is also the
center of the sphere.

(Xs, Ys, Zs) =
X
‖X‖ (6)

2. Projection onto a normalized plane: The origin of the co-
ordinate system is set to (0, 0,−ξ). The projected object
on the unitary sphere is then projected onto a normalized
plane that is orthogonal to the Z-axis at a unit distance
from the new origin.

m = (x, y, z)> =

(
Xs

Zs + ξ
,

Ys

Zs + ξ
, 1
)>

(7)

3. Lens distortion: We then consider the following radial
and tangential lens distortions.

ρ→ ρ(1 + k1ρ2 + k2ρ4 + k5ρ6), ρ =
√

x2 + y2 (8)

x → x + 2k3xy + k4(3x2 + y2) (9)

y→ y + k3(x2 + 3y2) + 2k4xy (10)

4. Projection onto an image plane: The distorted object is
then projected onto an image plane with the following
intrinsic camera parameters:

p = Km =

 fu 0 u0
0 fv v0
0 0 1

m (11)

3.2 Lens cal ibrat ion

We employ a MATLAB implementation [20] of the calibration
method using the unified projection model [18] described pre-
viously. Figure 9 shows an example image of the calibration.
The whole process of calibration is as follows:

1. Initialize the calibration parameter as
{ξ, k1, k2, k3, k4, k5, fu, fv, u0, v0}
= {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, f , f , û0, v̂0}, where (û0, v̂0) is the half size
of the image.

2. Estimate an initial focal length, f , using at least three
user-defined points 3 on a line.

3. The user specifies four corners of the calibration target in
the image.

4. Estimate the fisheye lens projection function (intrinsic pa-
rameter) and the relative position and orientation of the
calibration target using an optimization method.

FIG. 9 A captured checkerboard image for system calibration.

FIG. 10 Perspective reprojection of Figure 9.

One calibration target (a checkerboard) can be taken by the
proposed system as five targets with different positions and
orientations. These five targets can be considered as five obser-
vations of a single target, and a single image including five tar-
gets is sufficient to estimate all calibration parameters. How-
ever, the target position for five such observations is limited to
a specific region in the image, as described in Section 2.3. The
calibration accuracy is insufficient because biased regions are
used in the circular fisheye image.

In our calibration, the target was placed evenly in the image,
irrespective of whether it was a direct or a mirrored observa-
tion. The lens calibration was performed using 23 such obser-
vations.

The estimated parameters are

{ξ, k1, k2, k3, k4, k5, fu, fv, u0, v0}
= {1.6988,−0.06093, 0.18404,−0.00015,−0.00017, 0,

871.54278, 868.49105, 791.49429, 595.47177}

3Four points are minimum in the MATLAB implementation.
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FIG. 11 Another perspective reprojection of Figure 9.

for an image size of 1600× 1200 pixels.

Figure 10 shows a perspective reprojection of the image
shown in Figure 9 using the estimated lens parameters.
Figure 11 shows another perspective reprojection, on a
different plane to the one inFigure 10. It is readily apparent
that the fisheye lens distortions are perfectly compensated for
a heavily distorted part of Figure 9.

3.3 Posit ion and orientation of the
mirrored cameras

The proposed system can capture the images of one real cam-
era and four mirrored cameras in a single image. This sub-
section explains the extrinsic parameter calibration between
these cameras.

3.3.1 Calibration target

In a similar fashion to that of a well-known calibration tool [4]
for a perspective camera, we estimate the extrinsic parameters
iteratively using intrinsic parameters, by observing a station-
ary target from different camera locations.

3.3.2 Mirrors

Using the extrinsic parameters, we can determine the mirror
position and orientation between a real and mirrored target.
As depicted in Figure 12, the mirror position and orientation
[nm

i , dm
i ] that reflect the i-th mirrored target are obtainable as

follows.

[nm
i , dm

i ] =

[
nt

0 − nt
i

|nt
0 − nt

i |
,

(
nt

0 − nt
i
)
· nt

i
|nt

0 − nt
i |
(
1− nt

0 · nt
i
) (dt

i − dt
0
)]

(12)
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Oi’.

In Eq. (12), [nt
i , dt

i ] denotes a set containing the target normal,
nt

i , and the distance from the optical center, dt
i , as the position

and orientation of the i-th target. As described previously, we
only need a single image, including the five targets, to esti-
mate the four mirror positions and orientations, but they are
estimated by minimizing the sum of the reprojection error of
many target positions.

3.3.3 Mirrored cameras

As depicted in Figure 13, the optical center, O′i , and the rota-
tion matrix, Ri, of the i-th mirrored camera is obtainable using
the estimated i-th mirror position and orientation, as follows
[9]:

O′i = −2dm
i nm

i (13)

Ri = I− 2nm
i nm

i
> (14)

4 SINGLE-CAMERA MULTI-BASELINE
STEREO

It is acceptable to use the five observations from the dif-
ferent positions and orientations that we estimated during
calibration with the stereo method, especially the multi-
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baseline stereo method [22]. This section presents two
range-estimation methods using the proposed system.

4.1 Perspective reproject ion of the fisheye
image

In the first approach, we create five perspective projection im-
ages to use for the multi-baseline stereo. The view-angle of a
fisheye lens is very wide (180◦), and so it is not possible to
convert the entire image taken by a fisheye lens to a single
perspective projection image. Each view of the real and mir-
rored cameras should be converted separately to perspective
projection images. We divide the whole circular fisheye image
into the five observations manually, although we only need
to this once, because the mirror positions and orientations are
stationary relative to the fisheye lens.

The conversion involves two steps. The first step converts the
fisheye projected image to incident and azimuthal angles us-
ing the estimated projection function of the lens. The second
step reprojects the angles to a perspective projected image.

The optical axis of the mirrored camera has an offset angle
to the axis of the real camera, as described in Eq. (3). More-
over, the central direction of the view-angle of the mirrored
camera differs from that of the real camera. In our reprojec-
tion, the perspective projection plane is placed parallel to the
projection plane for the real camera, as shown in Figure 14.
The placement of the five cameras is therefore a parallel stereo,
with an anteroposterior offset.

The epipolar constraints for the four mirrored cameras in their
reprojection images are derived from the extrinsic parameters
estimated in the calibration. The multi-baseline stereo method
[22] is applicable to the proposed system by evaluating SSSD
(sum of the sum of squared differences) between a small ROI
(region of interest) set in the centered real image and small
ROIs on the constraint lines in the converted mirrored camera
images, with respect to the object range.

Specifically, Let Ic(x0,y0) be the pixel value (intensity) of the

e
Π

Z

'Z

P

O

'O

FIG. 15 Unitary spheres for the fish-eye projection and their epipolar plane.

reference pixel at (x0,y0) in the centered real camera image,
Ic. The value of a corresponding pixel in the i-th converted
mirrored camera image, Imi , is denoted by Imi (x,y;l).

We define the SSD (sum of squared differences) value that
represents the similarity between Ic(x0,y0) and Imi (x,y;l) at a
depth l, as follows:

SSDIc ,Imi
(l; x0, y0) = ∑

W
(Ic(x0, y0)− Imi (x0, y0; l))2

(15)

where W indicates a matching window size.

An actual depth can minimize all four SSD values defined by
Eq. (15). We compute the SSSD (Sum of SSD) to average out
noise and reduce ambiguities [22]. The SSSD is defined as fol-
lows:

SSSD(l; x0, y0) = ∑
i∈S(x0,y0)

SSDIc ,Imi
(l; x0, y0) (16)

Here, S(x0, y0) denotes an index set of mirrored cameras that
can achieve stereo measurement with the central real camera
on point (x0, y0).

For each point (x0,y0) in the centered real camera image, Ic, we
estimate a depth value l̂, which minimizes the SSSD over all
possible of l. This process results in a dense depth map which
covers all pixels in the image, Ic.

4.2 Matching in the fisheye image

The preceding subsection described how to convert images.
This subsection explains how, not to convert the images, but to
convert the epipolar constraint in the fisheye image for direct
matching.

Figure 15 depicts a stereo camera pair with a fisheye lens,
which sees a point P from the optical centers O and O′. The
following epipolar plane Πe includes the three points P, O,
and O′ for this situation.

(
−→
OP×

−−→
OO′) · x = (p× (−2dmnm)) · x = 0 (17)
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FIG. 16 Epipolar curves in mirrored images.

Here, x = (x, y, z) signifies a point on the plane Πe, and p
represents the position of P.

Consider that the camera, O, detects an object, P, that changes
in distance from the camera. As the distance changes, the
spherical projection of point P moves along the intersection of
the epipolar plane, Πe, and the unitary sphere with its center
at O′ [3]. We can represent a point x = (x, y, z) on the unitary
sphere with its center at O′ as follows:

(x−O′) · (x−O′) = (x + 2dmnm) · (x + 2dmnm) = 1 (18)

Then we can obtain the epipolar constraint curve as the pro-
jection by the calibrated fisheye projection function of x, which
satisfies both Eqs. (17) and (18). Figure 16 presents examples
of the epipolar curves.

Specifically, the epipolar curve corresponding to a reference
point can be determined as follows:

(1) We can calculate the projection light ray of the reference
point according to the fisheye projection function and the co-
ordinates of the reference point in the central camera image.
We can use the point of intersection between the projection
light ray and the unitary sphere of the reference camera as
point p in Eq. (17)) to calculate the epipolar plane Πe.

(2) We can obtain an intersection circle between the epipo-
lar plane Πe and unitary sphere of the mirrored camera from
Eqs. (17)) and (18). According to triangle geometry, the inci-
dent and azimuthal angle of point x = (x, y, z) on the inter-
section circle is obtainable, as

φ = tan−1 y
x

θ = π
2 − sin−1 z√

x2 + y2 + z2
, (19)

where θ denotes the angle to the Z axis.

(3) Then, we project Eq. 19 onto the image using the calibrated

FIG. 17 Perspective reprojected images from Figure 2.

projection function ρ̂(θ) and image center (u0, v0), as follows:

{
u = u0 + ρ̂(θ) cos φ

v = v0 + ρ̂(θ) sin φ
, (20)

where ρ̂(θ) includes the lens distortion compensation.

We can obtain an epipolar curve for each mirrored camera.
As described in the preceding subsection, we can apply the
multi-baseline stereo method [22] to the proposed system by
evaluating the SSSD between a small ROI set in the centered
real image, and small.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 17 shows the perspective reprojected images converted
from Figure 2 using the method described in 4.1.

Figure 18 (left) shows the perspective reprojected image of the
real camera. Figure 18 (center) shows the range estimation re-
sults using the perspective reprojection method described in
4.1, and Figure 18 (right) shows the constraint in the fisheye
image method described in Section 4.2. The ROI size is 7× 7
pixels for both methods. The results are almost the same, be-
cause the only difference is the reprojection of the image or
the projection of the constraint.In both results, the detailed 3D
shapes are clearly recovered, such as the edges of the leaves in
front of the bear.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system,we
also performed another experiment. Figure 19 shows a com-
parison of experimental results performed by the proposed
method and a two-view stereo vision method, separately.
These results verify that the proposed system using a camera
and four mirrors can greatly improve the accuracy in depth
estimation.
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FIG. 18 Perspective reprojected image of the real camera (left), and range estimation

results (center and right). The center and right images are results obtained using the

methods described in 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

FIG. 19 Comparison of estimation results: perspective reprojected image of the real

camera (left), estimation result by the proposed method (center), and estimation

result by a two-view stereo method (right).

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented our proposed monocular range mea-
surement system with a fisheye lens and planar mirrors,
which are placed around the lens. The proposed system is
equivalent to a multiple-cameras configuration in which the
cameras all have the same physical characteristics, including
intrinsic parameters and color system. We have shown that
the system is conducive to stereo matching. Compared with a
real multiple-camera configuration, our system will be much
easier to maintain in terms of synchronization between the
cameras, the bandwidth needed to capture the images, and
the memory and CPU power needed to handle the images. A
captured image captured by our system can be used for the
direct observation of a target with the centered region. Simul-
taneously, it can also be used for Stereoscopic scene capture to
achieve 3D information display or 3D reconstruction.

Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of a real
working system.

In future work, we would like to explore the benefits of using
more complex mirror profiles. Another interesting direction
is the use of different types of mirrors within a system. We
believe that the use of various types of mirrors would yield
even greater flexibility in terms of the imaging properties of
the system, and at the same time enable us to optically fold
the system to make it more compact.
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